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Great first-person shooter with excellent graphics and fun gameplay. In the city where you live as a retired soldier, one night
scary creatures rushed in, followed closely 5d3b920ae0
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I wish there was a choice where I can say that I give the game a sideways thumb (meaning Neutral instead of Positive or
Negative). Way of Hero is a rather short Unity Engine game where you play as an unknown male protagonist. He doesn't know
what is going on around him but yet he wants to escape at the very end. I honestly don't know what I liked about the game
besides the fact that the main character can run really fast.. Got this game cheap (free?) and not surprisingly, its not that good.
Maybe a good start.but needs more work. The graphics aren't really the problem, the problem is the lack of instruction. No real
way to also aim.and the guns are god-awefully inacturate. Also, no key-mapping screen. i'll check back on this game after some
updates.. Compared to other indie titles, Way of Hero is a Unity based FPS that doesn't look that bad and doesn't play that bad
neither. However, what hurts the game is its lack of ambition and refinement. PROS +2$ price tag +Smooth framerate +The
horror elements at the beginning +Some sense of level design +Some sense of artistic cohesion CONS -Underexploited horror
elements -Easy to outsmart the enemy AI -Enemy AI act like bullet sponge -AK47 sounds like a blowpipe -Only 2 zombie
encounters -Game lenght is only 10 minutes -Game ends with a "To be continued" screen Overall, Way of Hero feels like an
amateurish version of the disappointing The Falling Sun (2015), which is itself an amateurish version of Shellshock 2: Blood
Trails, a disappointing budget title developed by Rebellion and released in 2009. I would appreciate it more if it was longer.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkmX3cfoDU Rating: 2.5 / 10. Nice game! Very nice. The english with the russian accent
voice acting is so terrible it is funny. It is very short, my current record on finishing it is 8 minutes. But i really like it and i think
it is very fun. Will definetly replay it many times.. This game was one of the most amazing games that I have ever played. I hope
a second continuing comes out because I have been dreaming about one for years. The story has touched my heart and I've truly
never seen such a masterpiece. I highly recommend it to all of your friends because it will give you one of the most amazing
experiences in life. Best game ever
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